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Kay Boyle for the Twenty-First Century
New Essays

Thomas Austenfeld
Introduction: Kay Boyle for the Twenty-First Century

Anne Reynes-Delobel
"Calculating the leap from void to absence":
Abstraction in the Writing of Kay Boyle

Kevin McCabe
Language as the Vehicle of Transition in Boyle's
Process

Jade Ellis
Kay Boyle's Examination of Gender and
Economy in Process and My Next Bride

Jennifer L. Barker
Double Exposure: De-composing the "Nazi Idyll"
in Kay Boyle's Death of a Man

Susan B. Taylor
Witnessing Before the Holocaust:
Kay Boyle in Fascist Austria

Christine Hait
Kay Boyle and the Storytelling Tradition:
"The White Horses of Vienna" and "Winter Night"

Deborah Denenholz Morse
Redemptive Acts: "Winter Night"
and Kay Boyle's Gendered Ethics of Involvement

Page Delano
Loving Occupiers: Kay Boyle's Critique of Power
in Occupied Germany in The Smoking Mountain

Burton Hatlen
"What Happens to People When They Win": Sexual
Politics in Kay Boyle's Generation Without Farewell

Lisa M. S. Dunick
"I am not a business woman":
Kay Boyle's Negotiation of the Literary Market

Alexa Weik
The Wandering Woman: The Challenges of
Cosmopolitanism in Kay Boyle's Early Novels

Faith Gude
In Her Own Words


As poet, prose writer, and interpreter of Europe, Kay
Boyle (1902-1992) made instrumental contributions to
modernism in both her writing and her living. While other
modernists declared the supremacy of aesthetics over
politics, Boyle also made her art usable in the political
arena when her democratic convictions required such a
commitment. In this pragmatic gesture she defiantly
stepped outside of the modernist coterie. Her consistent
critical and creative engagement with her time calls for a
fresh appreciation. Kay Boyle for the Twenty-First Cen-
tury: New Essays seeks to reclaim Boyle for a new audi-
cence. Boyle's literary qualities, displayed throughout her
voluminous production, stand side by side with her stead-
fastness as a democratic and critically engaged citizen.
As author and woman, as witness and mother, she is
making her way back into the ever-adjusting mainstream
of American literature.